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Modernism is a comprehensive movement which began in the closing years of the 19th century and has had a wide influence internationally during much of the 20th century. Perceived problems with the ideals of the movements that preceded modernism: Romanticism, Victorianism, and Edwardianism. -Artists belittled the capacity of science to provide accounts of the things that matter, like subjective experiences and moral issues. -Victorianism and Edwardianism also proved inadequate: The first seemed too morally earnest, complacent, and, at times, overly squeamish about sexual matters; the second, a reaction to its predecessor’s conservatism, began to doubt authority, but not always very deeply. This unit discusses the Modernism and Post-modernism as literary movements and characteristics of them. It also presents the information regarding the Absurd Drama and the Psychological novel, and their writers and characteristics of them. Moreover, it also discusses the experimentation in modern British Literature, i.e. fiction, poetry and drama.